
Year 12 Biology 

Unit 2 The Variety of Living Organisms 
 

The Big Statement : 

 

‘Man has had a greater influence on diversity 

within and between species than genetics or 

the environment.’  Do you agree or disagree? 

Justify your answer. 
 

 

The Big Learning Required: 
 

KNOWLEDGE UNDERSTANDING & SKILLS 

 

•  To know how variation is caused by genetic and environmental factors 

(Mind Map – Thinking Tool). 

•  To be able to analyse species diversity using statistical tools (Species 

Diversity Index). 

•  To understand how meiosis, the fusion of gametes and mutations lead to 

genetic variation (Flow Diagram or Storyboarding – Thinking Tool). 

•  To understand the implications of the Founder Effect, Genetic Bottleneck 

and Selective Breeding on species diversity. 

 

 
PROCEDURAL KNOWLEDGE: BEING A BIOLOGIST 

 

•  To carry out a sampling exercise using a key and analyse the data collated 

using the Species Diversity Index. 

• To model the process of meiosis, the fusion of gametes and mutations. 

•  To research an example of the Founder Effect, Genetic Bottleneck and 

Selective Breeding. 



METACOGNITIVE KNOWLEDGE: MANAGING YOUR OWN LEARNING 

 

• Appropriate use of thinking tools to record knowledge of variation and hoe 

genetic variation is caused. 

•  A responsible learner who can manage his/ her own time and learning 

programme effectively. 

•  A resourceful learner who can involve and support other learners in their 

learning. 

• Spoof assess work and identify success criteria to improve your own work. 

• A reflective learner who can use feedback and self assessment to improve 

their own learning based upon the success criteria identified (spoof-self-

peer-self assessed then handed in) 

 

 

The Big OUTCOMES ON WHICH YOU WILL BE ASSESSED: 

 

•  A mindmap summarising your knowledge of genetic and environmental 

causes of variation and statistical methods for analysing species diversity. 

•  A biological write up of your sampling exercise and analysis of results. 

•  A flow chart/story board about the genetic causes of variation. 

•  Annotated population curves for examples of the Founder Effect, 

Bottleneck and Selective Breeding.   

 

 

You will use the understanding and skills gained from this project to 

complete some exam-style questions on this topic. 

 

 

 

 The Big RESOURCES 
 

•  AS Biology textbook 

• Identification key for sampling exercise 

• http://vels.vcaa.vic.edu.au/support/graphic/other.html#mindmap to access 

mind map thinking tool, 

http://vels.vcaa.vic.edu.au/support/graphic/other.html#flowdiagram to 

access flow diagram thinking tool and 

http://vels.vcaa.vic.edu.au/support/graphic/other.html#storyboarding to 

access storyboarding thinking tool 



Year 12 English Language  

AS Original Writing Coursework 
 

 

The Big Statement : 

 

‘Successful writing about human experience is a scientific not a creative 

process. Do you agree or disagree?’ Justify your answer. 

 

 

The Big Learning Required: 
 

KNOWLEDGE UNDERSTANDING & SKILLS 

 

•  To know a minimum of ten writing tools that can be used to successfully 

explore human experience. 

• Understand how successful writers combine the different tools to achieve 

their purpose. Three Storey Intellect Questions Thinking Tool 

 ( Identify/ Analyse/ Apply) 

•  To use these writing tools effectively to write our own narrative on human 

experience. 

 
PROCEDURAL KNOWLEDGE: BEING A LINGUIST 

•  Develop a human experience portfolio that includes annotated examples of 

fictional writing (500 words each) exemplifying the ten writing tools that 

successfully explore human experience. The portfolio must contain at least 

two pieces reflecting on your own human experience, two from a friend/ 

relative’s perspective and two from a media source. 

•  Deconstruct two written pieces ( max. 500 words each) using the ten 

writing tools to analyse how the writer has achieved their purpose. Venn 

Diagram Thinking Tool ( similar, different, shared, mine, yours) 

 



METACOGNITIVE KNOWLEDGE: MANAGING YOUR OWN LEARNING 

•  Analyse a model A grade piece of coursework to produce success criteria 

that are used to guide your writing. 

•  Self and peer assessment of written pieces on human experience based 

upon the success criteria identified. ( self-peer-self assessed then handed 

in) 

•  A responsible learner who can manage his/ her own time and learning 

programme effectively and use writing tools confidently to write their own 

narrative on the human experience. ( S.C.A.M.P.E.R. chart thinking tool 

• A resourceful learner who can involve and support other learners in their 

learning. 

• A reflective learner who can use feedback and self assessment to improve 

their own learning. 

 

The Big OUTCOMES ON WHICH YOU WILL BE ASSESSED: 

 

•  Classroom debate on the ‘big’ question at the start and end of the project 

cycle. 

• A mind map of the ten writing tools and how they are combined to help a 

writer achieve their purpose. 

• A portfolio of human experience fictional wiring pieces. 

 

 

You will use the understanding and skills gained from this project to 

complete an AS piece of original writing coursework that explores a 

dimension of human experience. 

 

 

 

 RESOURCES: 

 

•  www.lovereading.co.uk 

• David Crystal Rediscover Grammar 

•  www.wjec.co.uk ( English Language LG2 markscheme) 

• http://vels.vcaa.vic.edu.au/downloads/supportmaterials/organisers/creativit

y_scamper_secondary.pdf to access thinking tools- S.C.A.M.P.E.R.  

graphic organiser 

• L2 Think Card - Venn Diagram 

• Three Storey Intellect Questions ( Identify, analyse, apply) (Thinking Skills 

Interventions) 



Year 12 HISTORY AS - HIS1K 
 

 

The Big Statement : 

 

Germany’s alliance with Austria-Hungary was 

responsible for the worsening of relations 

between Russia and Germany in the years 

1890 to 1914? Do you agree or disagree? 

Justify your answer. 
 

 

The Big Learning Required: 
 

KNOWLEDGE UNDERSTANDING & SKILLS 

 

•  To know a minimum of ten causes that led to the First World War. 

•  Be able to categorise the causes under key headings. 

•  To understand the inter-relationship between key causes that led to the 

First World War (Fishbone Diagram – Thinking Tool) 

•  To be able to construct a coherent piece of writing that demonstrates 

their skills of interpretation and analysis of primary and secondary sources. 

 
PROCEDURAL KNOWLEDGE: BEING A HISTORIAN 

 

•  Develop a portfolio of at least 6 primary sources annotated to reveal utility 

and reliability. Analysis should include comments on bias (Check for Bias – 

Thinking Tool), purpose, author, access to information, provenance, and 

historical context. 

•  Choose at least three historians to analyse and evaluate their different 

interpretations. 

 
METACOGNITIVE KNOWLEDGE: MANAGING YOUR OWN LEARNING 

 

•  Analyse a model Grade A answer to a different question and produce 

success criteria that are used to guide your research and writing. 

•  Self and peer assessment of their written plan based upon the success 

criteria identified (spoof-self-peer-self assessed then handed in) 



•  Appropriate use of thinking tools to manage time effectively, check for 

bias in sources and understand inter-relationships 

•  A responsible learner, who can manage his/her own time (GANNT Chart – 

Thinking Tool), plans ahead and uses resources effectively. 

•  A resourceful learner who shows initiative and asks good questions 

•  A reasoning learner who can explain their thinking about the task/question 

and is able to back up their work with evidence. 

•  A reflective learner who can use feedback and self assessment to make 

changes to their work based on what has been said. 

 

 

The Big OUTCOMES ON WHICH YOU WILL BE ASSESSED: 

 

•  A mind map that identifies the causes of the First World War and shows 

their interrelationship and how they are linked. 

•  An essay that answers the BIG question in 1500 words that follows the 

mark scheme. The research for the essay needs to be evidenced in 

footnotes and a bibliography showing the sources used. 

 

You will use the understanding and skills gained from this project to 

complete an AS piece of historical research in the form of a 1500 word 

essay that explores the origins of the First World War. 

 

 

 

 The Big RESOURCES 
•  Access to History: From Bismarck to Hitler: Germany 1890-1933, Chap 4 

•  Seminar Studies in History: The Origins of the First World War  

   by Gordon Martel: Page 77-94 

•  William Simpson: The Second Reich, Chapter 5 

•  www.aqa.org.uk  HIS1K JAN10 MARK SCHEME 

•  L2 Think Card – “Check for Bias”, http://www.modellearning.com/graphic-

organisers/find-cause/fishbone.aspx to access thinking tools – Fishbone 

Diagram and http://vels.vcaa.vic.edu.au/support/graphic/other.html#gantt for 

the GANTT Chart 



Year 13 Psychology  

A2 Biological Rhythms 
 

 

The Big Statement: 

 

‘Internal biological rhythms are more important 

that external environmental cues in controlling our 

day to day life’. Do you agree or disagree? Justify 

your answer. 
 

 

The Big Learning Required: 
 

KNOWLEDGE UNDERSTANDING & SKILLS 

•  To know the three naturally occurring body cycles. 

•  To know how endogenous pacemakers and exogenous zeitgebers drive our 

biological rhythms (Mind Map – Thinking Tool). 

•  To understand the consequence of disrupting biological rhythms (Mind Map – 

Thinking Tool) 

•  To apply the Key Issues and Debates in order to evaluate theories of biological 

rhythms.   

 

PROCEDURAL KNOWLEDGE: BEING A PSYCHOLOGIST 

 

•  Design and carry out a psychological investigation that investigates one of the 

biological rhythms.  You could use one of the tools from the BBC Science website. 

• Produce three criticisms of research  for the three biological rhythms, including at 

least one criticism based on the main Issues and Debates used in A2 Psychology 

(Each Criticism should be 50 words long).  

 

METACOGNITIVE KNOWLEDGE: MANAGING YOUR OWN LEARNING 

 

•  Analyse an A grade answer to produce success criteria that can be used to plan 

an essay. 

•  Self and peer assessment of three essay’s on biological rhythms. (Self-peer-self 

assessed then handed in). 



• Appropriate use of thinking tools to record knowledge of how endogenous 

pacemakers and exogenous zeitgebers drive our biological rhythms and to 

understand the consequence of disrupting biological rhythms 

• A responsible learner who can manage his/ her own time and learning programme 

effectively. 

• A resourceful learner who can involve and support other learners in their learning. 

• A reflective learner who can use feedback and self assessment to improve their 

own learning. 

 

The Big OUTCOMES ON WHICH YOU WILL BE ASSESSED: 
 

•  Two mind maps’ outlining;  

o the body’s biological rhythms, & the role of endogenous pacemakers 

and exogenous zeitgebers:  

o The consequence of disrupting biological rhythms. 

•  Presentation (Peer assessment using proforma) 

o Research project to the class  

o A completed Venn diagram to enable you to answer ‘The Big Question’ 

•  Plan and Write three exam style essay questions  

 

You will use the understanding and skills gained from this project to answer one 

timed essay under exam conditions.  

 

 

The Big RESOURCES 
 

� You can test your reaction times: try “Sheep Dash” 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/science/humanbody/sleep/sheep/ 

� You can check out your sleep profile 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/science/humanbody/sleep/profiler/ 

� You can work out what your daily rhythm is 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/science/humanbody/sleep/crt/ 

� Cardwell, M. & Flanagan, C (2009) Psychology A2: The Complete Companion 

2nd Edition, OUP Oxford (ix – xii & 1 -22)  

� Holt, N. & Lewis R. (2009) A2 Level Psychology, Crown House Publishing (viii 

– xiii & 14 – 54).  

� How to Make a Mind Map: http://www.mind-mapping.co.uk/make-mind-

map.htm 

� Venn Diagrams: http://vels.vcaa.vic.edu.au/support/graphic/other.html#venn  

�  

 



OCR B AS Physics Module UP1 

Waves and quantum behaviour 
 

 

The Big Statement: 
 

The current explanation of how light behaves makes the prediction of its 

properties straight forward – or it used to be the case until careful 

observation of light and particles revealed a behavioural duality. This has 

made physicists relinquish certainty in a description of the physical world. 

Can you justify this? 

 

 

The Big Learning Required: 
 

KNOWLEDGE UNDERSTANDING & SKILLS 
 

• To know key terminology such as phase difference, path difference and 

coherence in explaining simple behaviours of light 

• To know the historical evolution of the physics of light 

• To construct an argument for the formation of standing waves using the 

concept of wave superposition 

• To understand the relationship between wave and particle behaviour 
• To understand the tenets of quantum electrodynamics theory (QED) 
 

PROCEDURAL KNOWLEDGE: DEVELOPING A NEW DESCRIPTION OF LIGHT 
 

The role of a scientist is to take ideas about a phenomenon, gather data and 

model/compare it against the predictions made from accepted theories. Where 

necessary they need to amend ideas or change them radically if the current 

model is proven to be wrong. In this module you will 

• Gather experimental data on the interaction of waves 

• Model/construct explanations of the observed behaviour using the concept of 
superposition, standing waves and phasors 

• Predict/calculate the overall behaviour of light during diffraction of 

light from slits/gratings 

• Evaluate the wave model and construct a more realistic explanation of light 
behaviour using the many path model of Quantum Electrodynamics 

 

METACOGNITIVE KNOWLEDGE: MANAGING YOUR OWN LEARNING 
 

• Illustrate that you are a reflective learner by being able to describe the 
evolution of your ideas from GCSE to encompass the new concepts at AS 

• Adopt a resourceful approach in developing an alternative description of 
phenomena 



• Develop a resilient attitude in incorporating new concepts in your 

understanding 

• Demonstrate considerable reasoning in justifying the evolution of your 

understanding 

• Be responsible for managing the transfer and application of key concepts in 
your own learning 

• Develop your reflective, resourceful and resilient skills in managing your 
own learning and demonstrating considerable possession of key learning 

outcomes 

 

 

The Big OUTCOMES ON WHICH YOU WILL BE 

ASSESSED: 
 

• A learning wheel on the wave behaviour of light and sound 

• A learning wheel on the quantum behaviour of light 
• Summative assessment in the form of exam questions both for classroom 

tasks, home learning activities and end of topic test 

• Formative assessment in the form of an essay on the history and evolution 
of physicist’s description of light 

• Formative assessment on the use of experimental data to explain the 

formation of light fringes 

• A mind map on the evolution of the behaviour of light 
 

• You will use the understanding and skills gained from this project to sit 
G492 – Understanding processes, experimentation and data handling 

 

 

 

 The Big RESOURCES 
 

• Chapters 6 and 7 of Advancing Physics AS text book 

• http://hyperphysics.phy-astr.gsu.edu/hbase/hframe.html 
• http://www.physicsclassroom.com/class/waves/ 

• http://www.physicsclassroom.com/class/light/ 

• QED – The strange theory of light and matter, Richard R Feynman, Penguin 
ISBN 978-0140125054 

 
 


